One Truth Remains Certain

God so Loved the World That He Gave His Only Son
Mully Children’s Family 2020 Christmas Wishes

Beginning with that first Christmas more than 2000 years ago, this season around
the world has served as a special time for expressing our love for one another.
We show and share our love for family and friends in several different ways such
as festive gatherings, exchanging gifts, sharing a meal, greeting cards and other
cultural customs and traditions.
As has become our tradition, MCF presents our 2020 Christmas Wishes using the
favorite Christmas Carol, The Twelve Days of Christmas also known as Twelvetide.
Twelvetide is a festive Christian season celebrating the nativity of Christ. In the
song Christmas Day is considered The First Day of Christmas and the twelve days
are represented by a growing number of generous gifts from December 25th
through January 5th.
How will you choose to share your love and generosity this Christmas?
We invite you to join us in celebrating A Special Mully version
of The Twelve Days of Christmas by supporting Our MCF
Children, Our MCF Community Outreach and/or one of the MCF
Sustainability Initiatives.
So, let’s get started:
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On the First Day of Christmas
support our MCF Children by…
Giving the gift of one bunkbed to MCF
students to help them enjoy a proper night’s
sleep.
Why your gift of $400 makes a difference …
MCF continues to rescue hundreds of children
each year. With this growth comes the need for
more beds. Your gift enables MCF to provide a
new iron bunkbed for 2 children, and to ensure
that they will enjoy a proper night’s rest for their
developing bodies.

1 Bunkbed $400

On the second day of Christmas
support our MCF Children by…
Giving the gift of two school desks will
enable two MCF students the opportunity to
excel in their studies.
Why your gift of $100 makes a difference …
MCF has six campuses providing free education
for the children. Because of MCF’s continued
growth, often it is necessary for two or more
students to share a single desk. Where children
can have one desk rather than sharing,
concentration and performance is always
enhanced.

2 Desks $100
1 Desk $50

On the Third day of Christmas
support our MCF Children by…
Giving the gift of three sets of blankets,
bedsheets and mosquito nets for three MCF
children.
Why your gift of $90 makes a difference …
MCF continues to rescue hundreds of children
each year. With this growth comes the need for
more beds and with more beds the need for
blankets, bedsheets and mosquito nets. Your gift
provides the essentials for 3 children’s beds.

3 sets $90
1 Set $30

On the Fourth day of Christmas
support MCF’s Community
Outreach by …
Giving the gift of four goats and share them
between two community families. The goats
will provide milk for the family and a source of
income when the pair of goats have offspring.
How your gift of $280 makes a difference …
Sharing love at MCF does not stop at our
property lines. MCF reaches out across the
neighboring communities to offer a helping
hand to those in need. By providing a male and
female goat to a family, the family can have a
source of milk for their children and receive an
income from the sale of the goat’s offspring.

4 Goats $280
1 Goat $70

On the Fifth day of Christmas
support our MCF Community
Outreach by …
Giving the gift of feeding five vulnerable families
who might otherwise go without.
Why your gift of $150 makes a difference …
MCF has long worked within the surrounding
communities to provide basic food provisions
such as maze, rice, beans and fresh vegetables
to the most vulnerable families. These include
the elderly, widowed, and disabled. $30 of food
can mean the families will receive at least one
meal per day for several weeks and may be the
difference between eating and going hungry.

5 Families $150
10 Families $300

On the Sixth day of Christmas
support our MCF Children by …
Giving six teens the gift of feminine hygiene
products for a month.
Why your gift of $90 makes a difference …
MCF provides feminine hygiene products to
more than 800 teen girls on their own campuses
each month. In addition, MCF provides more
than 20 neighboring schools protection for their
teen girls so that girls can attend school rather
than staying home when they do not have the
necessary protection.

6 Teens $90
2 Teens $30

On the Seventh day of Christmas
support MCF’s Teen Moms
Rescue Program by …
Giving the gift of one bolt of cloth will enable 7
young teens to learn to sew and provide a living
for themselves and their babies.
Why your gift of $125 makes a difference …
Unwanted teen pregnancy is a serious problem
across Kenya, not because of promiscuous
behavior, but due to sex trafficking and
prostitution. This is especially prevalent in the
coastal region of Malindi. Malindi is also home to
MCF’s newest Girls Rescue Center. Young moms
who are rescued from the street will come to
regain their lives and will also undergo a 2 year
vocational training program where
they will learn a trade like tailoring
which will enable them to provide
for themselves and their babies.

1 Bolt of Cloth $125

On the Eighth day of Christmas
support MCF’s Sustainability by …
Giving the gift of eight bags of premium seed
Why your gift of $240 makes a difference …
MCF has long promoted efforts toward
increasing our self-sustainability. MCF has more
than 300 acres of farmland growing produce
such as green beans, tomatoes and eggplant for
the consumption by our children. MCF grows
over 85% of what the children eat and exports
the excess to local and international markets
generating much needed revenue.

8 Bags $240
4 Bags $120

On the Ninth day of Christmas
support MCF’s Community
Outreach by …
Giving the gift of nine jiko stoves to families
within the area communities
Why your gift of $180 makes a difference …
How MCF loves does not stop at their borders, but
MCF lives out loving their neighbors daily. The threestone fire pit is very common in cooking meals in the
poorer communities. The house air pollution that is
emitted from these traditional open fires between 3
rocks is a risk factor for respiratory diseases and the
leading cause of death for children under 5 years
of age. The jiko stoves reduces the amount of fuel
needed to cook while at the same time dramatically
reduces the air pollution within the
home.

9 Stoves $180
3 Stoves $60

On the Tenth day of Christmas
support MCF’s Sustainability
Initiatives by …
Giving the gift of ten liters of diesel fuel to run
the farming equipment.
Why your gift of $50 makes a difference …
MCF has long promoted efforts toward
increasing our self-sustainability. MCF has more
than 300 acres of farmland growing over 85% of
what the children eat and exporting the excess
to local and international markets generating
much needed revenue. $50 of diesel fuel can
plow about 2 acres.

10 Liters $50

On the Eleventh day of Christmas
support our MCF Children by …
Giving the gift of team uniforms enables MCF to
provide 11 students a team jersey to participate in
football (our version of soccer).
Why your gift of $275 makes a difference…
MCF recognizes the importance of developing
not only the mind through education, but
also the body through sports. MCF offers
their students football (soccer), karate and
gymnastics. Many important life skills such as
teamwork, communication and self-control can
be learned through their participation in sports.

11 Team Jerseys $275
5 Team Jerseys $125

On the Twelfth day of Christmas
support our MCF Children by …
Giving the gift of twelve pairs of new shoes for
MCF children.
Why your gift of $240 makes a difference …
MCF not only provides safe shelter and proper
nourishment for the children, we also provide
clothing, education, medical care, and the
opportunity to have a personal relationship with
Jesus Christ. You can make a difference in the life
of 12 MCF children by giving a pair of new shoes
that will grow with the child. These innovative
and durable sandals will adjust 5 sizes in 5 years
to prevent the child from going barefooted.

12 Pair of shoes $240
6 Pair of shoes $120

You may select one or more of the
items or you can support the entire
wish list for a gift of $2,370
For gifts of $500 or more, you will
receive a Mully movie DVD

Join MCF In Celebrating A

Mully Children’s Family wishes you and your family a very Mully Christmas!
Truly, Love was born on that First Day of Christmas!

